Looking to the Future

As the world begins to move forward, HVO is quite optimistic about the future. The pandemic hastened the development of our virtual learning capacities, which have been well-received. HVO anticipates returning to on-site volunteer activities, but new technologies will enable us to look beyond limits imposed by geographic boundaries, and adopt a hybrid model. The opportunity to conduct a detailed survey of our work resulted in HVO’s Strategic Framework (2022-2025), providing a very interesting perspective on strengths and challenges.

The framework includes three key strategic elements:

Enhance HVO’s program model: Improve program quality and position HVO as a leader in building health workforce capacity.

Foster a sense of community: Foster a motivated, connected, and inclusive community committed to advancing HVO’s mission.

Transform HVO through technology: Implement new technologies aimed at strengthening continuity of education, promoting connection, and increasing impact.

The full plan can be seen on page 9, so this article will touch on just a few elements.

continued on page 3
LETTER FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

“Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much.”

— Helen Keller

Dear Friends,

I have often thought of this quote, particularly over the last couple of years, as our HVO community came forward to offer their knowledge and skills, and ensure that education and training could continue at our project sites. E-learning opportunities have expanded our information resources, our capacity, and our audience of learners across the globe!

With on-site assignments on hiatus, we took this time to look strategically at HVO’s future. We wanted to get a better grasp of our strengths, areas that needed improvement, and how we could best move forward with the talented community that comprises HVO. To that end, many of you have participated in the surveys we sent, the small group discussions held on Zoom, or the one-on-one conversations with HVO leadership. We reached out to key representatives of our stakeholders – at our project sites, among volunteer leaders, and among our generous sponsors and donors. Using an external facilitator to coordinate the process, key themes emerged of relationship, education, and flexibility. Many discussions ensued, as we examined how volunteering will look in a changed world.

Our core values were re-framed, to better achieve the vision we have of “a world where all people have access to high-quality health care delivered by local health professionals.” Those values, of Sustainability, Equity, Stewardship, and Innovation and the honest, committed feedback received during the planning process, resulted in the strategic priorities, shown on page 9, to take us forward.

In this issue of The Volunteer Connection, we highlight details of some of the efforts already underway. I hope you will become involved in the areas that will utilize your skills and spark your enthusiasm. As Ms. Keller said, “Together, we can do so much.”

Sincerely,

Nancy

Nancy A. Kelly, MHS
Executive Director
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Enhance HVO’s Program Model

HVO’s strategic framework includes several ways of enhancing the program model. Plans call for expanding in non-clinical areas (such as health administration, management, and nutrition). Opportunities will be pursued in training to manage diseases emerging from or exacerbated by climate change, and in developing a broad range of partnerships, methods of collaboration, and opportunities to align programs with global health initiatives. One such effort has just launched.

Global Rehabilitation Alliance

A new programming initiative at HVO is the Global Rehabilitation Alliance. In recent years, there has been a growing awareness of the global need for investment in the rehabilitation sector. The need for quality rehabilitation services will continue to increase due to the aging of the world’s population and higher prevalence of chronic diseases. Misperceptions about the range, scope, cost, and benefits of rehabilitation services have too often led to misplaced priorities and limited availability of services in low- and under-resourced settings.

In 2017, the World Health Organization (WHO) launched the Rehabilitation 2030 Initiative to draw attention to the profound, unmet worldwide need for rehabilitation services and highlight the importance of strengthening health systems to provide such services.

In a Lancet article published in 2020, the authors noted that “at least one in every three people in the world needs rehabilitation at some point in the course of their illness or injury,” challenging the commonly held notion that rehabilitation services pertain to only a small portion of the world’s population. Dr. Cieza and her colleagues at WHO have taken the lead on arguing “that rehabilitation needs to be brought close to communities as an integral part of primary health care to reach more people in need.”

Within this changing environment, HVO seeks to systematically expand programming and partnerships to embrace a more comprehensive approach to meeting rehabilitation workforce training and development needs in low resource settings, a pivot in line with the newly approved Strategic Framework – 2022-2025.

As an initial step in this expansion, HVO has begun recruiting a more diverse cadre of rehabilitation professionals to join the current HVO Physical Therapy Steering Committee. The committee member profile will now include occupational therapists, speech language pathologists, rehabilitation nurses, prosthetists and orthotists, and physiatrists. As we transition to a broader leadership group, the name of the committee will be changed to reflect this expanded participation.
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Future steps include communication outreach and program development. We will launch a communication and social media campaign to raise awareness of HVO’s Global Rehabilitation Alliance among HVO members, program directors, and potential new partners. Our staff will also start working with current sites to review and revise project goals as appropriate and strategically plan for new expanded opportunities.

HVO has over 30 years of experience in the provision of training and education for physical therapy faculty, students, and providers working in a variety of clinical and academic settings in 37 different low resource countries. We have also designed and implemented USAID-funded interdisciplinary rehabilitation programs in Mozambique, Uganda, Vietnam, and Rwanda. We will build on these experiences as we expand the scope of HVO rehabilitation programs in the coming years. Through HVO’s Global Rehabilitation Alliance we will tailor projects to systematically work to improve the functioning and quality of life of people of all ages living in low resource settings.

Foster a Sense of Community

The pandemic has shown how the globe is truly interconnected, and how important it is for us to work together to address global problems. HVO has certainly benefitted from all those who stepped forward to share their services, skills and knowledge in determining ways to continue to provide education and training. That is the heart of community – individuals helping one another. We intend to develop and expand that community participation to ensure that it is open, inclusive and vibrant.

HVO’s Knowledge Network (KnowNET) is currently being updated and will transition to MyHVO, a platform that will provide individual dashboards, enabling easier access to information, and with future capabilities of interacting with colleagues at project sites and other volunteers who have worked at the sites, across numerous specialties. The plan calls for more sharing across platforms so there is a better understanding of the totality of HVO’s work at project sites.

Our colleagues abroad have been so inspiring during these difficult years. While dealing with cases of COVID-19, they have still been eager to pursue training and to make virtual learning available to many others in their country, not just at the project site. Their adaptations and innovations have been remarkable and HVO wants to share more of their experiences, so that we all can benefit from their insight.

Both the pandemic and the warming climate have brought vast health challenges that will be with us for quite some time. It will be crucial to address these issues with the help of everyone. HVO is confident that our community will actively contribute to the problem-solving, so we will be exploring ways to bring our community together physically and virtually.

continued on page 7
HVO Mourns Loss of Board Members James Gerry and Peter Kendall

Two long-serving HVO Board members, James E. Gerry and Peter L. Kendall, passed away in December. Both are well-remembered, with respect, honor, and gratitude for all they shared with HVO to improve global health care.

Jim Gerry retired in 2009 from Synthes, (which designs and manufactures innovative medical implants and instruments for the treatment of physical trauma), as one of its most senior executives after 34 years, helping build it from a fledgling start-up to a major multinational company. He was an unassuming, kind man, with a great sense of humor, and a commitment to education. Those wonderful qualities served him well in life. He was recognized as an Honorary AO North America Member and as an Honorary AO Foundation Trustee. HVO was grateful to have his service as a Board member from 1998-2009.

Peter Kendall was a broadcast journalist who had a fascinating career with Voice of America, CBS News, and CNN. His work took him around the world, and his coverage dealt with many of the key issues of the late 20th century – from Watergate (for which his production of the Senate hearings earned him an Emmy Award) to the Iran Hostage Crisis; from presidential trips and economic summits to the wedding of Prince Charles and Lady Diana; from peace talks to terrorist attacks. He was committed to a free press and to promoting global awareness. A true journalist, he listened well, was able to discern the key points in a discussion, and present a clear analysis of an issue. His wisdom was deeply appreciated. HVO was fortunate to benefit from his wisdom during his Board service from 1995-2001.

Jim Gerry and Peter Kendall were both remarkable men; our condolences go out to their families.

Condolences on the loss of Dr. Henry Bernstein

HVO sends heartfelt condolences to the family of Henry M. Bernstein, MD. Dr. Bernstein was an enthusiastic volunteer who joined HVO in 1995 and volunteered his orthopaedic skills in Tanzania, Uganda, Peru, and South Africa. He and his wife delighted in telling their stories of the assignments and adventures they shared together.

New HVO Partnership

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics

As the world’s largest organization of food and nutrition professionals, the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (AND) works to provide reliable, evidence-based nutrition information, accredits undergraduate and graduate programs, credentials dietetic professionals, funds research and scholarships, and advocates for public policy. HVO has developed a strategic partnership with the AND Global Member Interest Group (GMIG). Through this alliance, HVO and the Academy’s GMIG will collaborate on the design and development of nutrition programs for HVO project sites, and identify qualified dieticians interested in volunteering.
News & Events

Dave Atkin, MD, Honored with AAOS Humanitarian Award

Congratulations to Dr. Dave M. Atkin who was honored with the 2021 Humanitarian Award from the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons for his work with underserved communities in the US and abroad for over 25 years.

Shortly after his residency, Dr. Atkin volunteered with HVO in Transkei, in South Africa. That experience sparked his interest and solidified his commitment to working with vulnerable populations.

Dr. Atkin is in private practice but he works daily with underserved communities in Southeast San Francisco. He provides pro-bono house calls to those in need, and donates free orthopaedic equipment whenever possible.

In addition to his work in the US, Dr. Atkin is a board member and surgeon team leader of Operation Rainbow, an organization that provides free orthopaedic surgery to children and young adults in resource-scarce countries. With the organization, Dr. Atkin has led over 60 surgical missions and has helped create arthroscopy centers in 25 cities around the world.

HVO congratulates Dr. Atkin on this well-deserved recognition, and is proud to have played a catalyzing role in his career.

A planned gift ensures that HVO will be able to continue to make important educational strides in the improvement of health care in resource-scarce countries.

When you write or review your will, please consider leaving HVO a charitable bequest as an investment in HVO’s future. To discuss making a bequest in your will or other charitable aspects of your estate planning, please contact Nancy Kelly at giving@hvousa.org.

If you have already made a charitable bequest, please let us know. We would like the opportunity to express our gratitude and will honor all requests to remain anonymous.

Thank you to the following people who have made this commitment:
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Charles & Sandy Blitzer
Richard Coughlin, MD, MSc
Jay Cox, MD
Nancy Cox
Kim Dunleavy, PhD, PT, OCS
Denise & Dennis English
Germaine Fritz, DO
Dr. & Mrs. David Frost
Leslie Glickman, PT, PhD, Med, MGA
Elaine Goodall, PT, Med
Linda & John James
Nancy Kelly & Michael Hagan
Richard & Mary Kemme
Drs. Elizabeth & Gopal Krishnan
Stephanie & Chris Murphy
Celia Pechak, PT, PhD, MPH
James Pembroke
Alfred Scherzer, MD, MS, EdD
Steven Stoddard, MD
The Estate of Karen Pitts Stubenvoll
Dr. Robert & Ann Volz
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Transform HVO through Technology

Technology is an inevitable part of life in the twenty-first century. It can be a great help or a burden, depending on how it is used. Part three of HVO’s strategic framework—to transform HVO through technology—highlights our aim to be intentional in our use of technology to advance our mission of improving global health through the education, training, and professional development of the health workforce in resource-scarce countries. We will be harnessing the benefits of technology in three areas: program delivery, community support, and internal operations.

Infusing Technology into HVO’s Programs

Technology has been vital for HVO during the pandemic. Meetings conducted over Zoom allow volunteers to show images, videos, and texts as they lecture. Learners can ask questions and get an immediate response. Similarly, Zoom makes it possible to share visuals that enrich case consultations. In Kampot, Cambodia and Thimphu, Bhutan, two telehealth devices provided by our partner, World Telehealth Initiative, provide camera angles and broadcasting capabilities beyond what is possible with Zoom for live lectures and case consultations. Meanwhile, the Remote Education Interface, or REI, provides a space online to organize resources for each of our e-learning projects.

We intend to continue using these tech tools once volunteers are able to resume traveling abroad.

When relevant for a particular site, these technologies can help shift us to a hybrid program model in which a site may host in-person volunteers as well as work with volunteers virtually. The hybrid model would expand our volunteer pool to allow those who cannot travel, due to various reasons, to be engaged in our work while still accommodating those who prefer an in-country experience. For learners, the hybrid model would allow access to more training opportunities.

The REIs are becoming an important aspect of our programming. We are working to expand the capacity of the REIs to store resources and connect volunteers and learners across different sites. We have created thirteen REIs and are currently working to establish one for each of our 36 e-learning projects. When we are able to resume sending volunteers abroad, we anticipate a continued increase in the number of REIs since they can store resources that volunteers have created or gathered at a site from year to year. In addition to site-specific REIs, we will be developing specialty-specific REIs. The idea is that these specialty-specific REIs will offer resources that can be used by learners from multiple sites. For example, there would be a Hematology REI that our partners in Cambodia, Peru, and Tanzania can all utilize. Whether site-specific or specialty-specific, the REIs can also facilitate discussions and information exchange. We can add a discussion board to an REI that learners and volunteers can use to ask each other questions, share resources, or post personal messages to build rapport. With features like the ability to record and post voice/video messages and other large files, the discussion board is a convenient option when those items cannot be sent through email.

continued from page 4
Supporting HVO’s Community with Tech Tools

We will also utilize technology to better engage and support our donors, learners, partners, and volunteers. As outlined above, the REIs serve in organizing learning resources and connecting learners and volunteers. Another tool that we are updating to better serve our community members is the KnowNet, accessed from the HVO website. The KnowNet, which will be renamed MyHVO, will continue to serve as the primary source of detailed information about our projects, but the user experience will be vastly enhanced with the new updates. Each volunteer will have a personal page with links to access materials related to an assignment.

Streamlining Organizational Processes with Technology

Lastly, we will investigate how technology can be applied to improve HVO’s administrative capacity. To that point, we are making substantial updates to our website to make it more functional and attractive. We are mindful that the website serves both the general public interested in learning about HVO, as well as members of HVO who use it to prepare for upcoming assignments.

Another avenue for technology is to apply it towards making communications to our stakeholders more engaging and informative. In the coming years we will be building our library of volunteer orientation materials to include video tutorials and virtual tours of our sites. We seek to provide materials that volunteers can access at their convenience and that can familiarize volunteers to the facilities and people with whom they are working. In the arena of communicating HVO’s impact, we are exploring software to help us show our reach and impact in visually appealing ways.

The pandemic created momentum for HVO to incorporate technology into our programs, and the strategic plan calls us to build on that momentum and consider ways that technology can help enhance our work in the next few years. We will be intentional with our adoption of technology and are committed to providing support to our community members who are less familiar with these tools. We seek to make technology helpful rather than a burden.

Moving Forward with Optimism

While there are many challenges ahead, HVO is moving forward with optimism. We have seen how our program model has been successful and can be expanded to address new initiatives and program areas. Technology has been an amazing resource during the pandemic and will continue to be a vital element incorporated in all aspects of our work, as it allows us to build on training opportunities on-site, stay more closely connected as a community, and engage in more extensive discussions.

HVO looks forward to sharing new technology, and new initiatives with you as they are rolled out. Together as a community, we can work toward addressing the challenges ahead in global health.

Looking to the Future
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**Vision**
HVO envisions a world where all people have access to high-quality health care delivered by local health professionals.

**Mission**
HVO improves the availability and quality of health care through the education, training, and professional development of the health workforce in resource-scarce countries.

**Values**
- Sustainability
- Equity
- Stewardship
- Innovation

**Goals**

1. **Enhance HVO’s program model**
   Improve program quality and position HVO as a leader in building health workforce capacity.

2. **Foster a sense of community**
   Foster a motivated, connected, and inclusive community committed to advancing HVO’s mission.

3. **Transform HVO through technology**
   Implement new technologies aimed at strengthening continuity of education, promoting connection, and increasing impact.

**Objectives**

1.1 Align programs with global health initiatives.

1.2 Expand programs to meet health challenges related to climate change and nonclinical skills such as the management of health facilities.

1.3 Use data to inform programmatic activities and communicate project impact.

2.1 Invest in technologies that will make engagement more accessible and equitable.

2.2 Amplify the voices of our international partners and trainees.

2.3 Increase networking opportunities and recognition of service and support.

3.1 Develop and scale e-learning and support hybrid education.

3.2 Increase capacity to engage and support donors, learners, partners, and volunteers.

3.3 Continue to invest in technologies to support HVO’s internal operation.
New Book

Inner Harmony - Living in Balance

An Unexpected Journey
It was the 1990s. Vietnam was beginning the process of rebuilding its healthcare system after a devastating war with the United States and a quarter century of isolation from the West. As a member of Health Volunteers Overseas (HVO), I was honored to be in the first wave of Western doctors invited back into the country by the Vietnamese government.

Thus opens Jon Kolkin’s newly published book, Inner Harmony - Living in Balance, about his search for peace within – an increasing necessity, and challenge, in our turbulent times. In this richly illustrated book, photographer and physician Jon Kolkin explores how and why Buddhist spiritual practices have come to inspire and enlighten people all over the globe.

For 12 years, Dr. Kolkin traveled to Buddhist centers across Asia, capturing the everyday life of monks and nuns on camera. Impressive and respectful, his 220 mostly black-and-white photographs offer powerful insight into the otherwise hushed and hidden world of meditation and mindfulness. With his profound feeling for light and composition, Dr. Kolkin’s rare and intimate images capture the uniqueness of each mindful moment, as well as the universal reach and inspiration of Buddhist practice.

Jon Kolkin, a hand surgeon, shared his medical skills and knowledge on HVO assignments in Peru, Moldova, Malawi, Nepal, Vietnam, and Bhutan since 1998. When he was not sharing those skills on assignments, he was exploring the countries and capturing beautiful, intimate photos of people with whom he spent time. The conversations and connections he developed over multiple visits led to this new book, Inner Harmony - Living in Balance.

At a time when the world is in such turmoil, his book offers insights he gathered, along with stunning photos, in a quest to find harmony in the world. Dr. Kolkin is generously offering all proceeds to organizations providing compassion in this time of need.

The book is available to order on Dr. Kolkin’s website: https://kolkinphotography.com/purchase-information-for-prints-and-publications/
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In honor of Jack Flynn, MD
Jeffrey Neustadt, MD
In honor of Dr. & Mrs. Floyd H. Jergesen
Harry Jergesen, MD
In honor of Ann Marie Kelly & Daniel Courtney
Marie Kelly, RN
In honor of Nancy Kelly & Michael Hagan
David Frost, DDS, MS
In honor of Nancy Kelly
Young and Charles Hobbie
Barbara Huston
Minh Chau Thi Nguyen, MPH
In honor of Cheryl Mounts & Carla Williams
David Frost, DDS, MS
In honor of Stephanie Murphy
Margarete-Rose Pagano Miller
Robin and Donald Screen
In honor of Dr. Kate Nellans
Spencer Starr
In honor of Janet Nordstrom
Hans Nordstrom
In honor of Pediatricians in Bhutan
Paula Heimberg, MD
In honor of Julia Plotnick
Joanne Willamson
In honor of Victoria A. Seligman, MD
Isaiah and Janet Seligman
In honor of Naomi Shields, MD
Ruth Thomas, MD

In Memory
In memory of Henry Bernstein, MD
Laurie Banfield
Elizabeth Bernstein
Annie Birmingham
Jeff Blattner
Elaine Bougdanos
Michelle Bougdanos
Nataliya Bregel
Katja Brown
Suzanne Citere
Gary Cohen
Jill Feldman
Scott Hunter
Julie Marshall
Jose Martinez
James Paddon
Josh Polsky
Sheira Schlair
In memory of Rita Feinberg
Andrew Culbertson
Josh Feinberg
Jane Hurd
Elizabeth Marcotte & Lloyd Feinberg
In memory of Dr. Jordan “Mike” Holloway
Ken McCormick
In memory of Villet Icilda
Graham Jones
Beverly Clark
In memory of David B. Lovejoy, MD
Henry Stow Lovejoy
Mary Lovejoy
In memory of James N. Martin, MD
Thomas Gellhaus, MD, FACOG
In memory of Virginia Moehring
Elaine Granquist
In memory of William P. Norris
Clayton Koppes, PhD
In memory of John Prine
Richard Ressman, MD
In memory of Dr. James Puhl
Fran and Paul Hermanson
In memory of Dr. J. Peter Ross
Charles & Gerry Jennings
David Lincoln
Brent Norton
Jane Wilson
In memory of Harry & Marilyn Zutz
Robert and Maureen Zutz
Thomas Zutz
Membership & Donation Form

HVO has two categories of supporters – donors & members. Members are health care professionals who may volunteer. Donors come from all walks of life, sharing a commitment to improve global health through education. All donations and membership dues to HVO are tax-deductible.

Personal Information (please print):

Name/Degree: _________________________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________
City: ____________________________________ State: ______________ Zip: ______________
Country: ___________________________ Specialty (if applicable): _________________________
Tele: __________________________________ E-Mail: _____________________________________

Contribution Options (check all that apply):

☐ Physicians & Dentists ($150)
☐ Nurses & Allied Health Professionals ($70)
☐ Those-in-Training ($40)
☐ President’s Circle ($5,000)
☐ Dean’s Circle ($500)
☐ Chancellor’s Circle ($1,000)
☐ Professor’s Circle ($250)
☐ Other: $____________

MAKE A RECURRING GIFT:

☐ Monthly ☐ Semi-annually
☐ Quarterly ☐ Annually

I will begin my payments of $__________________________ (amount) on: ______________________ (start date) via a recurring payment to be deducted from the account I’ve indicated below.*

Method of Payment (check one):

☐ Check (for recurring payment, please enclose a voided check)
☐ VISA ☐ MasterCard ☐ Discover ☐ American Express

Card # ___________________________________________ CVV Exp Date ___________
(Note: Address above should be associated with this card)

Signature (required):

* A record of each donation will appear on your bank or credit card statement. You can increase, decrease, or suspend your pledge at any time by contacting HVO by phone or mail. All donations provided to HVO originating as ACH transactions comply with U.S. law.

Please return this form to:

Health Volunteers Overseas
1900 L Street, NW Suite 310 • Washington, DC 20036
Tel: (202) 296-0928 • Fax: (202) 296-8018 • www.hvousa.org
Health Volunteers Overseas is dedicated to improving the availability and quality of health care through the education, training and professional development of the health workforce in resource-scarce countries. HVO designs and implements clinical training and education programs in child health, primary care, trauma and rehabilitation, essential surgical care, oral health, blood disorders and cancer, infectious disease, wound management, and nursing education.

The Volunteer Connection, HVO’s biannual newsletter, is available by mail or electronically for those who prefer. Subscriptions are free to HVO members and donors. Previous issues are available on the HVO website under “HVO News.” The newsletter is produced by the communications staff at HVO.

HEALTH VOLUNTEERS OVERSEAS STAFF

WASHINGTON, DC
Executive Director
Nancy Kelly, MHS
Director of Finance
Laura Tyson
Senior Associate
Linda James
Director of Programs
April Pinner, MSPH, RD
Manager of Educational Programs
Lisa Vu, PhD
Manager of Communications & Donor Relations
Danielle Stonehirsch
Project Support Manager
Andrea Moody, MA
Volunteer Placement Coordinators
Lauren Franklin
Document Management Specialist
Dean Trackman
Administrative Assistant
Lily Troup

UGANDA
Volunteer Coordinator
Stella Nyange
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